EVACUATION PRODUCTS

Evacuation products enable the safe
and comfortable evacuation of mobility
impaired people in the event of an
emergency.
In the Evacusafe series there are
several transit chairs, evacuation chairs
and mattresses available.

EVACUSAFE

Excel Evacuation Chair
The Excel Evacuation Chair is developed to
evacuate mobility impaired people during
the event of emergency.
The tracks create friction which acts as a brake
to slow the descent and allows for smooth
controlled operation to make sure the client will
be safely transported to the place of safety.
This evacuation chair is suitable for
a single person operation, where other
evacuation products often require
more help.
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EVACUATION EQUIPMENT

EVACUSAFE

Weight

13,6 kg

Excel Evacuation Chair

Maximum carrying weight 182 kg
Length folded

113 cm

The Excel Evacuation Chair is lightweight yet incredibly strong,

Length operational

143 cm

the chair can transport persons of up to 182 kg, which makes it

Depth folded

29 cm

possible to transport children as well as heavy weighted people

Depth operational

99 cm

downstairs. With a supportive flat seat, armrests and padded

Width

65 cm

headrest, the chair is very comfortable to stay in for extended

To be operated by

1 person

periods.

Extra information

Padded headrest
Flat, comfortable seat

EVACUSAFE

4 Wheel Transit Chair

Weight

9,6 kg

Maximum carrying weight 120 kg
Length folded

83 cm

The 4-Wheel Transit Chair is primarily used to transport persons

Length operational

93 cm

across same level surfaces to a place of safety. This chair is similar

Depth folded

26 cm

to those used by hospitals and ambulance services.

Depth operational

98 cm

Basement areas can be tricky environments to evacuate from.

Width

52 cm

In this situation the Tri-Wheel Transit Chair may be more suited

To be operated by

2 to 4 persons

to aid the evacuation.

Extra information

Padded seat

Weight

14 kg

EVACUSAFE

Tri-Wheel Transit Chair
The Tri-wheel Transit Chair is developed to evacuate mobility
impaired people in staircases. The unique 3 wheel system makes
it easy to move on the steps and helps to evacuate the patient
upstairs. The chair should be operated by 2 to 4 people, depending
on the person who is being evacuated.

Maximum carrying weight 90 kg
Length folded

91 cm

Length operational

88 cm

Depth folded

31 cm

Depth operational

128 cm

Width

53 cm

To be operated by

2 to 4 persons

Extra information

Flat, comfortable seat

Weight

5,5 kg

EVACUSAFE

Premium Evacuslider
The Premium Evacuslider is a cost efficient solution to safely
evacuate mobility impaired people. The mattress is totally
adjustable, which makes it possible to evacuate children as well
as adults. It is made from a tough, wipe clean material and it
provides comfort and support due to the thick foam mattress.
The integrated foot pocket and 3 safety harnesses help to secure
and cocoon the client. The flat backside makes it also possible to
transport the patient horizontally.

Maximum carrying weight 120 kg
Length folded

65 cm

Length operational

195 cm

Depth folded

25 cm

Depth operational

5 cm

Width

65 cm

To be operated by

2 persons

Extra information

Adjustable foot pocket

